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Introduction

• The need for a study resource during this unit was recognized by both 
faculty and previous students, who noted that the Brainstem unit was the 
one in which student performance was weakest. 

• The field of neuroanatomy has long been considered one of the more 
difficult subjects for medical students to master. 

• The purpose of this study was to determine if providing a comprehensive 
study source, which incorporates images, lecture notes, clinical scenarios, 
and textbook information, to students in the Neuroscience course at the 
Brody School of Medicine will improve their performance on assessments 
in the course. 

• The study also attempted to determine if having the comprehensive source 
contributed to a difference in perceived preparedness by the students



Methods

• Observational study was done to 
assess which students used the 
available study documents and how it 
affected performance/preparedness.

• First year medical students from the 
classes of 2023 and 2024

• Cumulative study document example 
shown

• Main outcome being measured is 
student performance and 
preparedness on exam, comparing 
students who used the documents 
and those that did not.



Results

• 179 first year medical students were given unlimited access to the study documents, and 48 
(26.8%) used the documents

• Survey feedback demonstrated the documents’ utility in helping students organize material 
while also providing a well-rounded view of the brainstem. Other feedback noted the 
documents could have contained more detail for lab exam preparation.

Figure 1: The majority of 
students who used the study 
document felt prepared for 

the exam

Did you feel prepared 
for the exam after 
using the study 
documents?

Figure 2: Average exam scores were similar 
for students who used the study document 

vs. those that did not (p=0.21)
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Figure 3: Students rated study 
document to be mostly helpful or 

very helpful in preparing for 
written or laboratory exam



Conclusion

• The exam scores themselves did not show statistical significance 
in assessing if the use of the study documents had an impact on 
the students’ overall grade on the exam. 

• However, the results of the qualitative surveys demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the study documents in increasing preparation 
for the final exam. 

• There is limited data to reject or accept the null hypothesis, and 
future studies are needed in order to increase the response rate 
of students.

• Future studies can also survey students who did not use the 
documents to analyze their perceived preparedness for the 
exam, and compare that to those who used the documents
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